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Identification of factors leading to project failure - a 

study of construction projects in the Middle East  

Abstract 

Saudi Arabia as a developing country is going a series of changes in construction sector. 

The challenges that Saudi Arabia faces in the public sectors projects that have a high 

frequencies of project delays in lengthy period that represent 70% of project. (al-sultan, 

1987). Construction industry in Saudi Arabia business in 2011 the business was at risk of 

losing a worth 147 bn$ due for lacking performing in public sector construction projects 

(Arab News, 2011). 

 

 On other hand UAE is one of the most growing nations in the middle east in a short time 

that put the pressure in the construction industry in UAE that delays occur. construction is 

a vital role to the economy representing 14% of UAE’s GDP.  

 

economy that the Construction plays a key role in Jordan economy that’s creating wealth & 

employment. But, the construction industry in Jordan experiences wide-range of delays 

that resulting in the overrun in time & cost estimates comparing the real performance. 

(Aibinu and Odeyinka, 2006)) that lead to noticeable delay causes of weather changes, 

resources shortages, public agencies and contractor faces financial difficulties in 

construction projects, level of contract management are below standard, materials 

shortages, inefficient quality of resources 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Project Management, Construction Site, Project Manager, Middle East, Saudi 

Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Jordan. 
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Identifikace faktorů vedoucích k neúspěchu projektu - 

studie stavebních projektů na Blízkém východě 

 

Abstrakt 

Saúdská Arábie jako rozvojová země se chystá řadu změn ve stavebnictví. Výzvy, se 

kterými se Saúdská Arábie potýká v projektech veřejného sektoru mají vysokou frekvenci 

zpoždění projektů v dlouhém období, což představuje 70% projektu. (al-sultan, 

1987).Stavebnictví v Saúdské Arábii v roce 2011 bylo vystaveno riziku ztráty hodnoty 147 

mld. USD za nedostatek výkonů ve stavebnictví ve veřejném sektoru (Arab News, 2011).  

 

Na druhé straně SAE je jedním z nejvíce rostoucích národů na Blízkém východě v krátkém 

čase, který dal tlak ve stavebnictví ve Spojených arabských emirátech, že dochází ke 

zpoždění. stavebnictví je životně důležitou úlohou pro hospodářství představující 14% 

HDP SAE. 

 

 hospodářství hraje klíčovou roli v jordánské ekonomice, která vytváří bohatství a 

zaměstnanost. Stavebnictví v Jordánsku však zažívá širokou škálu zpoždění, což má za 

následek překročení času a odhadu nákladů srovnávající skutečný výkon. (Aibinu a 

Odeyinka, 2006)), které vedou ke znatelným zpožděným příčinám změn počasí, nedostatku 

zdrojů, veřejných agentur a dodavatelů čelí finančním potížím ve stavebních projektech, 

úroveň řízení smluv je pod úrovní standardů, nedostatek materiálů, neefektivní kvalita 

zdrojů  

 

 

 

Klíčová slova: Projektový řízení, stavba na stavbě, projektový manažer, blízký východ, 

Saúdská Arábie, Spojené arabské emiráty, Jordánsko. 
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5 Introduction 

A study made by the Project Management Institute at 2016 shows that companies around 

the world waste 122$ million for every 1$ billion spent on the project due to the lack of 

proper project management practices. This result represents an increase of 12% over the 

last year. With these results, the report regarding this case can show how companies can 

improve performance.  

 

Although the findings show that the companies using the project formal, program and 

portfolio effectively showed 13 times better results than the companies who do not. The 

findings show that few companies that embrace it fruitfully, however, they need to increase 

their project management training and development, strategic alignment and benefits 

realization. 

 

The reports express that when comes to the companies’ ability versus their strategy it 

noticed that the companies not giving enough credits to their own abilities to achieve their 

strategies that will result in companies failing in their projects that is will result in losing 

money wastefully as well resources and time. This supported by the PMI President and 

CEO Mark A. Langley commenting on the matter “organizations must take another look at 

project management as the strategic competency that drives success”. 

 

The 2016 pulse of profession shows feedback of a total 2428 which 192 senior and 282 

Project Management Office ranges from industries financial services, telecom, energy, 

manufacturing, information technology, government, healthcare, and construction. 

Furthermore, insights from 10 PMO and 8 corporate leaders. The report shows that the 

feedbacks come from different places around the world from the Middle East, Latin 

America, Europe, North America, and the Asia Pacific region. 

 

The Middle East scored the lowest average monetary waste on spending projects with a 

99$ million per 1$ billion spent. Brazil scored the highest average monetary waste of 

project spending of 202$ million for every 1$ billion spent and North America scored just 

under the global average monetary waste of 119$ million for every 1$ billion spent. 
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Industries, government agencies were included as well in the study and these sections were 

scored the lowest average monetary waste on spending project of 108$ million per 1$ 

billion spent, however, their financial services scored the highest average waste on a 

project of 149$ million per 1$ billion spent.  

 

The recommendations are: 

 

“Look beyond technical skills”: that is to increase the effectiveness of projects and 

program management. As well to blend the leadership and managerial skills with the 

technical skills. The top companies empower all different skills in all different departments 

and with long-term strategic aims to achieve long-term goals. When companies achieve 

this advice, have up to 40% increase in the success of their projects.  

 

“Drive success with executive sponsors”: execute promoters have a better chance to 

overcome hardship in the projects to reach success by secure funding, a collaboration of 

objectives with strategic planning that will result in 65% of increase of the success of 

projects. Additionally, the pulse of profession recommendation from PMO and top 

executive management. 
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6 Objectives and Methodology 

6.1 Objectives 

The aims of this thesis are to: 

1) Identify the success factors in a sample of construction projects 

2) To analyze which factors, contribute to project failure 

3) To recommend where to focus effort to avoid project failure 

6.2 Methodology 

The chosen methodology for this diploma thesis is that I will use research articles with my 

own phrasing. I will use research articles to support the theoretical part of the thesis. As 

well, it will be focused on the planning phase for different resources such as manpower, 

materials, tools, and duration. The project will be in two parts: first part is theoretical part 

and the second part will be a practical part supporting the theoretical part. By analyzing the 

data in economic approach that I will take statistics data and analyze it in an econometric 

model to check the significantly Level of the model quantitatively and the result will be 

determined to see the accuracy of the questions claimed. Then I will compare data between 

countries in the Middle East. In the other hand the management approach I will use a 

planning tool to determine how the overruns and underbudget affect the level of project 

failure of construction projects. 
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7 Literature Review 

7.1 Saudi Arabia  

Saudi Arabia as a developing country is going a series of changes. One of the changes in 

the construction industry so its need to execute properly by top management but due the oil 

industry is international trade with other countries, so the oil industry is prioritized 

compare to any other industry that resulting in some challenges in the construction industry 

in the management department infrastructure projects. A study made for what lead to a 

project fails in Saudi Arabia and it a sample is taken in the city of Jeddah by experienced 

engineers. 

 

Gulf Construction and Saudi Arabia Review (1989) commented that 2/3 on revenues of the 

project's credits was for the government (Gulf Construction and Saudi Arabia Review, 

1989). The statement supported by (Central Department of Statistics, 1994), however due 

the economic crisis between 1986-1990 that the construction project some of it was 

abandoned or they re-negotiated with budget cuts and changing from complex projects to 

simple projects and the government involved the privet construction companies in the 

construction project that within years resulted in construction successes. (Al-Sedairy, 

2001). 

 

Supported by (Adhami) that Construction industry represents 40% in Saudi Arabia GDP 

that is 140$ billion out of 690$ billion, although it’s an impressive outcome but starting 

2006 till 2020 period shows evidence of failure in the construction projects resulted by 

overruns, under budget, lack in scope management, requirements are not met, lack of 

corporation and communication and improper management tools. Although with the 

construction industry that represents 40% that still limited in researches made about the 

construction industry in Saudi Arabia although the troubles that the country faces in the 

construction industry (Semple et al,1994).    

 

The challenges that Saudi Arabia faces in the public sectors projects that have high 

frequencies of project delays in lengthy period that represent 70% of project was under of 

supervision of ministry of housing and public works supported by (Al-Sultan, 1987) 
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“surveyed time performance of different types of projects in Saudi Arabia and concluded 

that 70% of public projects experienced time overrun”.  

 

The construction industry in Saudi Arabia business in 2011 the business was at risk of 

losing a worth 147 Bn$ due for lacking performing in public sector construction projects 

(Arab News, 2011). Form the other side the ministry of finance of Saudi Arabia gave about 

4Bn$ for 2330 projects in 2013. The government is expecting the return of the project 

worth the total value of 66 Bn$ in 2014 (Arab News,2014). 

 

Another causes of failure in projects according to (Project Management Institute 2004) that 

their big difference between planned and actual performance and between stockholders 

what they agreed on that resulted in loss of revenue due to lacking in operational function 

facilities due to underestimating of the coast, lack of communication in the organization or 

overestimate the labor performance or underestimate the duration of an activity during of 

the project and till the completion of the project. 

 

Recently survey by (Kahlil, 2004) of the project delayed 952 of 2379 about 40% of delay 

project compared in 1987 by 70% that is a sign of proof that within the years Saudi 

Arabia’s construction industry had been improved. However, the consequences as 

following that it one of the top challenges in the public. 

 

(Assaf and al-hejji, 2006) used a questionnaire to identify 73 different reasons by 

contractors and consultant caused in the construction project failure shows the sudden 

changes in orders that was agreed by both sides in the project represent 70% of project 

failures that resulted in overruns. As well as 28 delays by (Sambasivan and soon, 2007) 

related contractor changes in the plan due to project conflicts and client changes of the 

order, material delays, and financing. From the surveys done by (Assaf, 2006) about 76% 

of contractors that shared their experiences in the project they worked for that concluded 

which 10%-30% of project failure was due for overrun backed by 56% of the consultants 

about the matter other 25% of the consultants that concluded that from 30%-50% of project 

failures due to overruns. All the different expertise agreed that the project they worked on 

did not exceed more than 100%. But, much of the public project was not completed due to 
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the uncertainty from the citizen side about the usefulness of the project made by the public 

sector (Arab News,2014). The claim further supported by (Assaf, S. A., & Al-Hejji, S, 

2006) That 70% delays causes are from public sector in Saudi Arabia as well as (Zain Al-

Abedien) come with the agreement as well and the delay comes from ministry of housing 

& public works take the responsibility of the delays. One of these delays the university 

construction project in the north of Saudi Arabia started in 2005.  

 

Since 2006 the building is under construction, recent studies from the campus of northern 

Saudi Arabia shown in Saudi Arabia construction industry been still facing issues of 

overruns in times and cost. Although the university estate should be fully functional at 

2012 only 2 buildings that were completed and they’re fully functional. Three years later 

on 22 From previous study showed a that their large scale of data gathered that related to 

delays causes of a project reached up to 70% (Al-sultan) that the projects are delayed as 

mentioned above from the public sector that faced overruns that been reported (Al-Barak) 

of public construction project had been delayed with the major causes the result of 

overruns are mostly the lack of estimation practices with insufficiently skilled contractors 

that will result in delays of the construction industry project (Al-Sultan, A. S, 1987). 

Buildings only in the execution phase that should’ve completed at 2012 that lead to a result 

of construction delays ranges from 50-150% so the stakeholder had to take a step by 

deciding to solve the problem caused by the delays in the construction project of the 

university campus  project for example above as mention about the university construction 

project that had been delayed so many years from 2012 that supposed to finish to 2015 that 

still most of them still in the execution stage (Al-Barak, A, 1993). As well as of a slow 

flow of the national economy as one of the key role factors that lead to a delay of a project 

due the creating a financial difficulty. 

 

A research had been conducted by (Al-khalil and Al-Ghafly, 1999) that discovered the 

delay caused by the public sector in construction projects they explored with the 

interviewing with owners, consultants & contractors for project delays that led to the 

discovery up to 60% of projects in the period 1985 – 1994 experienced delays.  

Contrariwise, accusations made by the contractor to the consultants and owners of delaying 

the project intentionally that they will put the contractor on the pressure to push the limits 
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of his employees by working overtimes and increase the productivity dramatically to 

makeups of the delays caused. Delays mostly affect both the contractor and the owner. 

From the owner side that losses of revenue due to the delayed project that forces to take a 

loan or ask more investment from stakeholders. Contractor side that it affects from the 

overhead expenses as well that will divide the focus to the upcoming project that will result 

in the delays in the next project (Assaf, S. A., & Al-Hejji, S. (2006).        

 

One of the studies been made mentioned about government sectors as owners in the public 

construction in Saudi Arabia. One of the reasons of delay causes in public construction 

projects that their development plans made by the government for other sectors that help to 

support the Saudi economy such as revenues from oil and other industries, financial plans 

for Saudi Arabia economy growth. As a result, it will cause delays in the project. 

 

Its supported surveys made by Assaf that 56 different under 9 major groups that depending 

with different level parties in medium & large size project, however, it’s still may be 

coverable losses by increasing the performance but for a small project it will cost a big 

blow that might end the project in failure.  

 

One of the challenges in the construction industry in Saudi Arabia to identify what the 

leads to project failures according to by PMI (2004) commented that it’s a project success 

or failure by measurement the difference between the planned and the actual performance 

done in a certain period.    

 

Example of project failure  

-    Lack of risk management  

-    Overbudget  

-    Projects behind schedules 

-    Lack of communications 

-    Poor estimations in the planning  

-    Poor level of teamwork  
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According to ((Sambasivan and Soon, 2007), (Lo et al, 2006), (Al-(Mudlej,1984), (Al-

Hazmi, 1987), (Al-Ojaimi,1989), (Assaf and Mohammed, 1996), (Al-Ghafly, 1995), (Al-

Khalil and Al-Ghafly, 1999), (Odeh and Battaineh, 2002), (Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006) and 

(Arain et al, 2006) had identified the main leads of causes of construction projects to fail in 

Saudi Arabia. And they are:  

-    Client  

-    Contractor 

-    Materials 

-    Labor  

-    Contract 

-    A relation between contractor, client, and consultant  

 

(Al-Kharashi and Skitmore, 2009) made a study so inspect the delays in the construction 

industry in Saudi Arabia’s public sector. 86 samples of contractors, client and contractors 

that employed in the construction industry discovered that the delays are: materials 

shortages for construction, lacking manpower, skill are below average, payments delay 

from client side, lack of experience needed from the contractor side, lack of consultant’s 

experience, postponed of design documents for the construction project, unbelievable 

timeframe in the project process. (Shash and Abdul-Hadi, 1992) that discovered in his 

study about the construction project in Saudi Arabia the factors that affected the estimation 

of the cost in construction project due of financial difficulties, bidding process and with 

lowest bid and estimation of the process construction project are lacking. 

 

(Al-khaldi, 1990) showed that from the top five effects that impact the construction costs 

from the contractor side which are: experience in review of contracts in construction 

projects, payments for each process of the construction, management availability of 

finance and planning, the size content of the contract, location of the project. The top five 

from the consultant side that 4 of the same as contractor except for the management 

availability and the 5th is about the contract period. 
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(Al-Juwairah, 1997) reach to conclude from a study he made to identify the most 

influencing factors in cost of construction in Saudi Arabia that reached up to 42 factors that 

were included in the study are the most factors that impacted from the contractors side are: 

lack of planning, level of contract management are quite poor,  inaccurate estimation 

methods, lacking lessoned learned from previous work in contracts of project. 

 

(Bader and Assaf, 2004) argued about the key roles of causes of failures in construction 

industry in Saudi Arabia a review had been made of 68 different contractors for 34 

different causes of failures and its rank of importance and them are: the experience of work 

is lacking, neglection, level of estimation practices is quite poor, insufficient decision 

making and crash in the national economy. These most influencing factors in Saudi 

Arabia’s construction industry.   

 

The causes of 112 different types of delays in the questionnaire that was related by clients, 

consultants and contractors in quantitively for further investigation to have more precise 

results to determined how much the impact of one of these more on the rest of the parts of 

a construction project that to have better planning in the future that to avoid unnecessary 

delays. 

 

Saudi Arabia is direct budgeting the cost of the projects. As well as if the client is related 

to government department such cases as the following:  

•    Misunderstandings of planning for public development  

•    Conflicting of budgets plan for the government projects in executing the projects   

•    Inconvenience as a result of unexplainable delays of the project  

 

 

From the contractor’s point of fails  

•    The period of the project completed become longer  

•    The expenses and overhead costs will increase is resulted by overrunning in the project  

•    Some of the activates will be stopped from the contractor side because of the delays 

from the owner that will increase the overrun period in the project. 
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Due to the delays mentioned from the point of the contractor point that he will not able be 

involved in other projects so is a loss of opportunity to have profited from another project. 

Supported by (O’Brien, 1998) “A common characteristic of construction projects is that 

they are dynamic and have a high level of uncertainty”. Resulted by causes of delays are 

correlated to the performance of the contractor, client involvement in the project to make 

changes in the project as well as how early planning of the project and its scope. The 

challenges that organizations have with the financing for the project, changes in orders and 

the changes in the scope and taking more time that should be in making decisions for the 

project as well to take an approval/permit and improper communication. There some of the 

delays are unavoidable that it will result in effecting in some processes of the project that 

must take in the account the level of the risk management from the management team to 

determine on every stage what are the risks and how to avoid it or minimizes the damage 

done from each process. After that determines how will impact the real performance that 

they can give a result between and the real performance in the project progresses is small 

to none. So, it is needed to go deeper to further identify the causes of delays to tackle the 

causes more efficiently the sector of the construction project in Saudi Arabia. To the root 

causes of the construction project delays that the analysis of critical parts of the project that 

will increase the chances of the improvements that will result in more chances of 

successful projects in Saudi Arabia in the public sector. 

 

From management research about the delays in the construction industry that will help us 

to reduces the risk of delays of the project by making a flowchart, portfolio and risk 

management. Then from the analysis made from those that will help us to identify the main 

causes of delays in each construction project to see what the proper action is will be taken 

in each step of the project phase.  

 

Their three types of ranking that express the fowling, the contractors, owners, and 

consultants that shows the list of causes of delays as it mentioned in the 9 major groups. As 

well for the point of view of the owner of what caused the delays from consultants, owners, 

and contractors. Therefore, the lowest bidders when it awarded to them by the owner have 

scored the highest delays indicators from the contractor to save on the cost and cost delays 

in every construction process. And this practice of awarding to the lowest bidder not only 
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practiced by the owners as well by consultants that costs the projects and delays due of 

unworthy contractors for saving money as much as possible risking the quality of the 

production.  

 

The table of causes of delay  

Table 1 

 

  Source: International Journal of Project Management 24 (2006) 349–357 

 

In table 2 expressing the most top causes of delay from the perspective of the contractors, 

consultants, and owners is determined by calculation of how much the frequency and the 

degree of severity for the project to fail. Some of the most common cause is for the order 

change made by the owner in the construction period and the payment by the owners in 

each process done. 

Table 2 

 

Source: International Journal of Project Management 24 (2006) 349–357 
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Table 3 describes the groups by ranks and frequency of occurrence and how much is 

severe the impact and importance by owners, contractors, and consultants  

 

   Source: International Journal of Project Management 24 (2006) 349–357 

Table 4 

 

   Source: International Journal of Project Management 24 (2006) 349–357 

 

Table 5 

 

   Source: International Journal of Project Management 24 (2006) 349–357 

 

So, from the questionnaire that 0 represents “no effect” to 4 “a lot of effects” that it 

consists of 27 of client, 34 contractors, 12 consultants, 9 materials, 17 labor, 10 contract, 3 

contractual causes to analyze the outcome from who’s this causes affected on the 

construction projects with open-ended questions that will lead for more detailed 

information given by the participants.     

 

A study had been made the responses of Saudi Arabia construction project in (April 2007) 

that takes 5 major construction from the public sector in Saudi Arabia than from the 

sample we took randomly of clients, consultants, and contractors. It is a one-month 
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questionnaire that the participant will fill it and after the time limit finishes the participants. 

86 of the questionnaires that responded and return in the one-month period that expresses a 

43% response rate. 

 

It composed of consultants 36%, contractors 40% and 36% clients that represent 24% of 

total responders. 40% are between 40-50 years old with 28% from 30-40 years old with 

19% over 50 years old.  Around 81% have at least 10 years of experience and 82% having 

their bachelor’s degree.   

 

16% of responders that holds of a master’s degrees than 50% of them are CEO of different 

companies that involved with many projects in the management department as well as a 

top-level decision making on their work on the construction project that costing over 50 

mill SR (20mill $). This concluded that the responders where highly experienced and 

responded to the questions objectively and resulted in the reduction of biased respond. 

 

(Al-Khalil & Al-ghafly, 1999) That within the satiation how much the causes of delays 

affected the construction industry in Saudi Arabia. They had different opinions from the 

responders with a noticeable difference in the causes of delay coming from the contractor, 

client & consultant.  

 

The data was taken as 3 groups and 6 causes of delays for current and future. Of delays 

causes the data sample method is about the arithmetical difference between the two. Is 

two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to find the main independent variables by 

3-factor respondent of each group: 

1- Client  

2- Consultant  

3- Contractor  

And the 6-factor causes of delays as follows: 

1- Client related 

2- Contractor related  

3- Consultant related  

4- Labor related  
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5- Materials related  

6- Relationship/contract related  

The results shown from table 6 includes the following:   

- Contractor-client & contractor-consultant scored the same results  

- All participants didn’t agree in the future to be less causes of delay than the client 

related  

Table 6 

 

Source: Causes of delays in Saudi Arabian public sector construction projects. Construction Management and Economics, 

27(1). pp. 3-23. 

Table 7 shows the result of now-future as shown as following  

 

Source: Causes of delays in Saudi Arabian public sector construction projects. Construction Management and Economics, 

27(1). pp. 3-23. 

 

The results of table 7 includes the following: 

- Consultant related causes:   that the consultant causes will be different that current  

- Client related causes:  that the future it will be similar with other except himself    

- Labor related causes: all agreed that it a small change though time   

- Contractor related: that its future scores is similar comparing to the current of 

others participant involved  

- Contract/relationship related:  all will be same except client future and the current 

of consultant  
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- Materials related: for contractor future will show a significant difference from 

others now’s. Consultant future similar for current value of contractor. Client future 

will be similar comparing the current value of other participants.  

This outcome that needed to be investigated with more detailed research due to the 

confusion will cause by simple aggregation resulted by the heterogeneity of the model 

so analysis by each group separately is required. According to fig.4 shows, the causes 

of delays by the client in now and the future mean score for each representing case. 

Assuming the values of the future mean to the baseline standard that means that the 

future means is the best realistically option to take its values to achieve progress to 

reduce the related causes. The most representatives’ results are from “Owner’s 

interference” and “Owner’s personality”. The worst result for the baseline was for 

“Key personnel replaced”, “Owner’s poor communication” and “Slow decision-making 

by owner”. 

 

The responders added on the 112 causes of delays in a questionnaire commenting on the 

matter of the following: 

- Consultant is hiding the mistakes of the work done by the workers of the contractor 

when the quality standard changes  

- The meeting between people who involved in the project are noticeable lacking to 

its goal of the meeting 

- Engineers that lack experience in high-risk projects with detailed technical work 

that it is crucial in construction project  

- Client need a deeply study and analyze the consequences of sudden changes in the 

project 

-  Clarity of drawings and its specifications are lacking that resulting in confusion of 

the workers who reads it 

- Insufficient duration of the original contract 

- Salary that given to the workers that Is low that it’s not meeting with the minimum 

salary for living and is low as well in the holiday making the workers not having 

enough holidays that they can rest with their family 

- Their loss of control in executive process and insufficient quality management  
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- The number of contractors to numbers of the buildings are build ratio are lacking 

due that the contractors’ company are low comparing to the buildings that are 

planning to build construction project in Saudi Arabia 

- The behavior between teams involved are lacking in corporation and often are 

ignored 

- Lacking scope of work that are done by the contractor’s staff that it is confusing the 

consultant who are reviewing the project report 

- The client, consultant is always depending to take the lowest tender offered by the 

contractor in order to save as much as they can the costs that often ended up 

overbudget 

- Saudi Arabia have a high turnover in construction projects 

- Lacking ethics between the parties involved for example the site engineer from the 

contractor site begging the one of the engineer consultants that he push though it 

even if there some mistakes 

- Client does not take enough time to analyze the right contractor 

-  Salary payment to the labors are often delayed that will discourage the workers to 

work properly  

- The designer choses materials that it’s not available locally only available 

internationally so that increase the risk of the break of material and that leads to 

higher cost  

- The prices differ significantly different between the bill of quantity (BOQ) and 

between the prices of materials on drawing papers   

7.1.1 From point of client related causes  

That from financial problems through the project that become an obstacle while 

progressing the construction project causing the delay of the project completion or 

abandoning the entire project.  

 

From public sector is due underfunding by ministry of finance of Saudi Arabia with the 

long process of each department reviewing the payment of the contractor of each phase of 

construction are done that are affecting public project done by the government of Saudi 

Arabia this statement supported by researchers ((Al-Mudlej, 1984), (Al-Hazmi, 1987), (Al-
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Subaie, 1987), (Al-Khalil and Al-Ghafly, 1999), (Al-Sedairy, 2001)) discovered that delay 

related with payment or non-payment to the contractors in Saudi Arabia that resulted in 

affecting heavily on public sector construction project in perspective to time for 

completion of each process of construction. This claim supported by (Arian, 2006) and 

(Assaf et al, 1999) that contractors must be supported financially to be stabilized and can 

make the job done.  

 

Other cases that are related to the client by suspending any process on any certain time it 

wants to restudy the case that they are facing and if it’s necessary to redesign a certain part 

of the project in the assumption for a better result for the client. With this giving, it resulted 

in one of the major problems from the beginning of the Construction project of Saudi 

Arabia approximately 30 years ago the Statement supported by (O, Brien, 1976).  

 

Changing order in a certain process of the project without warning plays a key role in 

delays in construction projects in Saudi Arabia supported by (Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006). 

As well as to take time to have a Client otherization for approval to proceed with the 

project affecting greatly on the construction project progress. Supported by (Clough and 

Sears, 1994) and further claim supported by ((Al-Hazmi, 1987), (Al-Khalil and Al-Ghafly, 

1999)) discovered that their slow decision-making process by the client that makes a 

noticeable delay in the construction project due of the lacking of technical details from the 

client side that affecting with the choices that the consultant that will inform the contractor  

how to proceed that when it finish the task and the client comes to review and the project 

looks dissatisfy the client because in client thought is different when it completed in the 

end with his staff lacking the needed expertise for technical matters. 

7.1.2 From point of contractor related causes  

As inexperience from the contractor side is one of the key roles of delaying of a 

construction project due most of the client does not have the experience on technical work 

of the project. Supported by (Al-Ojaimi, 1989). In the period with the changes, the 

economic growth in Saudi Arabia after the discovery of oil in Saudi Arabia that priority 

was shifted to oil industries and the construction industry was negatively affected by it that 

the lowest tender was chosen for the construction project.  
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Recently Saudi Arabia experiences a developmental economic growth by making mega 

projects and with this sudden development change was affecting that so few contractors for 

the job. This claim supported by (Clough and Sears, 1994), (O'Brien, 1998) (Arain et al, 

2006). 

 

One of the earliest mistakes from contractors points out that its staff lacking the technical 

work of the project is supported by (Al-Mudlej, 1984) (Al-Ojaimi, 1989). With a huge 

number of mega projects because the growth in Saudi economy that resulted in shortages 

of employees supported by (Al-Barrak, 1993) commenting that with the right people with 

the needed experience of the job they are doing that will ensure it will be a high level of 

effectiveness of their work on a construction project. 

 

When the contractor faces some financial difficulties for project it is affecting heavily 

since in the 1990s of project delays causes supported by (Assaf et al, 1995) (Al-Khalil and 

Al-Ghafly, 1999) (Odeh and Battaineh, 2002) that when the progress payment to the 

contractor by the client, therefore, the government stopped paying advanced payments to 

the contractors that represented by 20% in the contract value. Also, has been linked with 

construction with the right leadership that pushed the construction project to the better with 

little to none in previous poor management of the site by contractors played a key role of 

delays of the construction project supported by (Cori, 1987). 

 

Due of increasing of large-scale number or construction project in Saudi Arabia that the 

contractors are losing control resulted that it is more work than they can handle that on the 

construction site from the management point of view and even from engineering point of 

view of lowering the quality of the finished processes e.g. the finishing of the wall in 1 

floor. 

 

Other cause of delays that the conflict between the contractors with the others that been 

involved in the project with poor scheduling by the contractor that will result in some 

complications of delays in the construction site and poor organizing on the site and it will 

be harder to solve the complications in construction industry of Saudi Arabia  supported by 

((Al-Ojaimi, 1989) (Assaf et al, 1995) (Al-Khalil and Al-Ghafly, 1999)). Their no further 
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study made before the mentioned above about the poor scheduling affecting the project 

rather is a result of inexperience by the contractor side. 

7.1.3 From point of consultant related causes  

Consultant performance in the construction industry is a decisive key factor that the 

consultants play that in the early days of in the start of 1980s was study focused only on 

what is causing of delays in point of view of client and the contractor without the mention 

of the consultant role of the construction industry in Saudi Arabia. With the lack of the 

consultant’s experience of the business that will cause delays in the construction, as well as 

slow review of the technical design for the construction either the poor contractor’s 

technical requirement sent to consultant or lack of experience of the consultant or the 

consultant staff in the office, are low compare the projects they receive (Al-Ghafly, 1995).  

7.1.4 From point of labor & equipment related causes  

Low level of skill & shortages of manpower is crucial that causes delays in the project. 

supported by ((Al-Mudlej,1984) (Al-Ojaimi, 1989) (Assaf et al,1995) (Odeh and Battaineh, 

2002) with (Faridi and El-Sayegh, 2006) and (Al-Mansouri, 1988)) commenting on the 

matter that with little locally labor available that it caused the shortages in the labor force 

in Saudi Arabia that they imported from abroad and contractors if he had shortages in the 

manpower he import labor from the market from other labor force from the market. By a 

contract between each other the manpower support exchange for payment due in general 

that the skill of available labor is quite poor. 

7.1.5 From point of contract related causes  

That the unrealistic timetable that causes unexpected obstacles on the real performance in 

the construction project and its often made by inexperienced workers specially with 

complex environment of Saudi Arabia that its needed to have the needed experience to 

make a realistic timetable that will help to make each project goes smoothly and without 

any surprise between what’s written on the papers and the real performance in the 

construction site. The statement supported by (Al-ghafly, 1995).  
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7.1.6 Saudi Arabia vision of 2030  

The aim of the vision 2030 by the government of Saudi Arabia will increase the 

construction both directly & indirectly for the next 15 years through a series of phases 

from the economic & social development side. So, with the challenges of fiscal reform 

program within the vision of 2030 made by the government have some benefits for the 

industry. By raising the land tax can help generate support to the construction industry 

from a financial perspective in urban areas that will be motivating step towards 

development on holding of the land. Then rise the assists for initial public offering up to 

5% share from Saudi Aramco that represent the largest oil company in the world. With its 

boosting in investments that will reduce the risks of the key role of causes of delays from 

the client side that where insufficient funds for the completion of the construction project. 

With that will boost the Saudi economy for global markets with the way that Saudi Arabia 

will be more independent from the oil production and attract foreign investments. As well 

as the economic growth will be the bright future of Saudi Arabia will be put on the global 

map as one of the most developed nations. One of the most important factors for Saudi 

Araba’s economic growth according to the vision 2030 that with a well-planned sovereign 

investment fund of a multi-billion USD construction projects that will take place in major 

cities worth 2Trn$ to manage construction projects across the country. Which leads to the 

chance of increasing the fund for the construction industry that will give the priority over 

the oil industry. With the money invested in the construction sector will lead to the 

increase of the percentage of homeowners with the Saudi residence from 47% to 52% 

starting from 2016-2020 that will give some information of how it can be developed in a 

large scale oh new build homes for the Saudi residence. In the following years due to the 

planning of a new city project named Neon city a mega city project that will be the vision 

of how the future will be. With the advanced technology city that is heavily invested by the 

government to choose the best of the best of project managers and engineers for the job 

equipped with the latest technology fully automated machines equipped with 3D printing 

technology for one of the highest precession outputs that will help as well to minimize the 

time and cost that needed to be done in the construction site work. (Oxford business group) 
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Picture 1  

 

source: https://www.neom.com 

7.2 United Arab Emirates 

UAE is one of the most growing nations in the Middle East in a short time that put the 

pressure in the construction industry in UAE that delays occur. The delays are identified 

due overrun of time between the planned on an agreed date on contract or by all parties 

involved in the project supported by (Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006). However, is not limited 

only from a construction company as a factor of delay as well as the impact of UAE 

economy that the construction is a vital role to the economy representing 14% of UAE’s 

GDP.  

 

UAE’s investments by the locals & foreigners in properties that lead to the growth of the 

peoples in a short period with an impact on the GDP, supported by (Abu Dhabi Chamber 

Commerce and Industry 2009). Nevertheless, due to the compliment made by clients & 

investors that the delays take many years passed the agreed date that become a key to the 

problem in the UAE. A study made by (Faridi and El-Sayegh, 2006) shows that up to 50% 

of construction projects that have delays (Motaleb, 2009) that construction projects that 

delays occur are increasing by 1/5 by 2009.  

7.2.1 Delay causes  

Total delays found was 42 and it was divided to main 5 groups:  

 

- Consultants 

- Contractors  

- Project managers  

https://www.neom.com/
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- Clients  

- Financial  

 

Top 15 causes of delays will be in brief in table 14 

7.2.1.1 Delays from the contractor side  

Shown in table 8, that found 16 different delay causes from the contractor side with 2 of 

them are in the top 15 causes of delays in which ranked the 9th of materials being 

delivered later than the time that should be delivered, construction materials are below 

standards ranked 15th. To avoid this the contractor makes sure that all the materials are 

with recommended standards and available in the project when it needs to be used in the 

construction project. 

 

Table 8: contractor  

  

Source  https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953  

7.2.1.2 Delays from consultant and project manager side  

From the consultant side their no delays that exist in the top 15 causes (table 14). However, 

that consultants & project manager are playing a part in time as well as cost estimating that 

is on the top 15 of delays causes that ranked the 11th and 15th respectively as well that 

they are taking part e.g. supervision of the construction site management quite poor, level 

of planning and scheduling of the project below standards, low level of project team 

cooperation, construction methods level is quite poor. This examples however which 

appeared in the top 15 lists of delays causes. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953
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Table 9: consultant factors  

 

Source https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953  

 

Table 10: Project manager   

 

Source  https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953  

7.2.1.3 Delays from the client side  

Delays that the caused by the client all of them were included in the top delays causes list 

(table 14) the delay causes are; sudden changes of the orders, level of the client to be 

representative are lacking, decision making from the client often takes time make it a slow 

process, expertise of the client in construction industry often below slandered that will lead 

to sudden changes in the order after the task is done. With that known with lacking, the 

experience is the most it’s the most important cause of delays as it ranks from 1st – 4th 

respectively. And they are: the level of changing the orders are high, that will lead to a 

change in schedules, cost of rework, efficiency of labor will go down. From the other hand 

will reduce the accuracy of time estimating of delivery of the materials required in each 

certain process required the certain materials to be delivered on the site. These 

consequences from client side that takes responsibility as one of who are involved lacking 

estimation and change management as well decreasing the efficient and effective 

progressing in construction project. 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953
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Table 11: client  

 

  Source https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953  

 

7.2.1.4 Delays from Financial side 

Financial delays break into 5 causes of delays shown in table 5 which 3 of them are ranked 

among the 15 causes of delays (table 14) and they are; inflation as result of economy, 

interest rate is high causing difficulties for the client’s financial obligations thought the 

project that resulted by the recent rapid increase of prices building materials such as steel 

and cement that led by economic crisis in Dubai.  

  

Table 12: financial  

 

    Source https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953  

7.2.1.5 Other unexpected delays  

One of the unexpected delays are from the neighbors if they're affected by the project 

either by noise or if their property is damaged, they can make a complaint and with the 

complaint will result in some changes that cause the delay either working times they get 

paid for the damaged it caused by the construction project.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953
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Table 13: others 

 

  Source https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953  

 

Table 14: 15 delay causes  

 

    Source https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953 

7.2.1.6 Delays Effect 

Their 6 effects that resulted from the delays been shown in table 8 and they are time and 

cost delays that are the top effect resulted from the delays top 2 respectively that ranked by 

consultants and project managers. From table 15 shows 15 top factors mentioned that their 

5 of them their resulted delays that lead to time overrun including the change of order 

while the project is progressing, client’s slow decision making, level of client capability of 

representative is lacking, financial difficulties with late delivery that resulting of unable to 

pay on time on the progress of the project. the 5 resulted from cost overrun are: lacking 

proper estimating both the cost and time estimate, level of managing the site quite poor, 

lacking the skill of project team and lacking planning and schedule of the construction 

project. 

Table 15: ranking  

  

Source https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266174953
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7.3 Jordan   

Construction plays a key role in Jordan economy which creating wealth & employment. 

However, the construction industry in Jordan experiences wide-range of delays that result 

in the overrun in time & cost estimates comparing the real performance. Numbers of 

delays had been discovered and divided into groups according to Darwin's system. Most 

general delays were collected in a survey shown in residential buildings project from the 

contractors, consultants, and owners been interviewed with the senior professionals in the 

field. Most of them agreed the most occurred delays are financial difficulties by the 

contractor and too much order changes by the owners. Extreme weather conditions and 

changing regulation and policies by the government was the ranked the lowest delay 

causes.  

 

Delays in the construction industry turning the possible profits in a losing project from the 

reasons that can be avoidable or reduced. Delays occur in most construction projects that 

are simple or complex that shows the overrun by either the actual finishing is beyond the 

planned finish written in the contract or beyond the agreed date made by all parties are 

involved in the project ((Assaf SA, Al-Hejji S, 2006), (Odeh and Battaineh, 2002), 

(Kaming et al, 1997) and (Alaghbari et al, 2007)) pointed out the importance that if the 

delays can be identified earlier in the construction phases that will help to reduce or 

eliminate the chances of delays  as overruns in cost and time.   

 

Investigation of delays is categorized as composite and tough due to many activities within 

the construction project (Shi J, Cheung S, Arditi D, 2001). Studies had been conducted by 

other researchers such as ((Baldwin et al, 1971), (Arditi et al, 1985) (Okpala and Aniekwu, 

1988), (Dlakwa and Culpin, 1990), (Mansfield et al, 1994), (Semple et al, 1994), 

(Ogunlana et al, 1996), (Lo et al, 2006), (Chan and Kumaraswamy, 1996) and (Aibinu and 

Odeyinka, 2006)) that lead to noticeable delay causes of weather changes, resources 

shortages, public  agencies, and contractor faces financial difficulties in construction 

projects, level of contract management are below standard, materials shortages, inefficient 

quality of resources. 
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Delays in Jordan construction industry practices in some areas that need to have some 

improvement. But, still varied opinions from different persons who are involved in the 

industry have their own perception on which area is highlighted the most among delays 

causes in the construction project.  

 

From the list of key role points of construction delays from the participant is the following 

 

- Consultant and & owner opinions 

1- Lack of planning & scheduling by the contractor in the construction site 

management 

2- Contractor’s financial difficulty    

3- Too many changes by the owner  

4- Lack of technical staff  
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8 Practical Part 

My original part is consisting of an econometric modeling that will analyzes how much is 

accurate the model that is provided data from statistical office of the countries selected of 

the study made of the prices of construction and how been impacted over the years through 

testing of the modeling for correlation, OLS, heteroscedasticity, for normality, 

CUSUMSQ, CUSUM,ARCH, RESET and actual vs fitted on the selected samples to  see 

how the accurate the economic model made by the samples taken (Saudi Arabia, UAE, 

Jordan). From their statistical office and how their econometrics model is significant by 

seeing if its stable model and it can reflect on the country’s economy as well as which 

sector who defined the most impact on the construction prices and other changes that 

impact on the prices and its accuracy of the impact.  

 

The next step is the analysis of the results of the questionnaire null’s hypothesis to see the 

accuracy between the total construction project costs and the delay costs in the selected 

samples (excluding Jourdan). 

 

After that a visual example of a construction project made in primavera that how’s the 

organization’s structure, work break structure and activities. The planning of the activity’s 

resources and its phases of each activity and shows a difference between the planned and 

actual work in time and cost. 

8.1 Saudi Arabia data  

One Equation Model 

8.1.1 Assumptions 

1. Increase in construction Price will result to increase of construction equipment 

poises in Saudi Arabia  

2. Decrease of construction price will make a decrease also in the construction 

materials prices.  
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8.1.2 Economic model 

y1t = f (x1t, x2t, x3t, x4t, x5t,) 

Construction, growth, water & gas, ownership of dwellings, import duties  

8.1.3 Econometric model 

y1t = γ11 x1t + γ12 x2t + γ13 x3t + γ14 x4t + γ15 x5t + u1t 

8.1.4 Declaration of variables 

1) Endogenous  

 Y1t … Construction prices (in Millions of SR)  

2) Exogenous 

 X1t … Growth (% in construction price)  

 X2t … Water & gas (in millions of SR) 

 X3t … Owner of dwellings (in millions of SR) 

X4t … import duties (in millions of SR) 

U1t …Random error  

8.1.5 Definition of Variables in details:  

Y1 Construction prices (in Millions of SR) 

It is the prices of all different types of building construction in Saudi Arabia  

X1 Growth (% in construction price)  

This express the amount of growth in the construction industry  

X2 Water % gas (in millions of SR) 

Expresses the usage for supply for buildings for example for showering and for gas for 

cooking   

X3 Owner of dwellings (in millions of SR) 

The contract of the ownership of the building owned by him/her  

X4 import duties (in millions of SR)  

Fees paid for the services for buildings  
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8.1.6 Data set: Saudi Arabia - Gross Domestic Product by Kind of Economic 

Activity at Current Prices 

Table 16: data  

 

Data sources: https://www.stats.gov.sa/en/823  

8.1.7 Correlation Matrix and multicollinearity elimination. 

Table 17: correlation matrix 

Correlation coefficients, using the observations 2001 - 2017 

5% critical value (two-tailed) = 0.4821 for n = 17 

 

y1 x1 x2 x3 x4  

1.0000 -0.1176 0.9551 0.9848 0.9912 y1 

 1.0000 -0.1520 -0.2450 -0.1057 x1 

  1.0000 0.9664 0.9432 x2 

   1.0000 0.9674 x3 

    1.0000 x4 

      

Correlation matrix tests if there any correlation between variables If the correlation 

coefficient is higher than 0,90 it is a very high level of dependency between variable 

(multicollinearity) changes must be applied because with high correlation will give bad 

model results. This case we have a highly correlated model that is more than > 0.9 so we 

made a lagged variable (x2-1) as a solution. 

 

https://www.stats.gov.sa/en/823
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8.1.8 OLS 

Table 18  

 

 

Y1 = -3172.65 +430.592 X1t -0.0647X2t + 0.6010 X3t +2.6890X4t 

The estimated parameters for construction prices in Saudi Arabia and the coefficient 

express the changes and most of the values are significant that express a good level of the 

model. 

8.1.9 Test for heteroscedasticity 

Table 19 

 

From heteroskedasticity, the values from the variables in the data show the significance 

level in the model. The P-value shows that is = 0.33 expressing a good result of the whole 

model. R-squared represented a near liner result of the model that in a good level of values 

are close to the liner line.  
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8.1.10 Test for normality    

Figure 1 

 
Table 20 

 
From normality test shows in the graph that the value skewed a bit right almost reaching 

zero the P-value in the test shows the model have some level of good results from the data 

shown row.3 was the highest frequency Row.5 was the lowest frequency. 

8.1.11 CUSUMSQ test  

Figure 2 
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Table 21 

 

From the model that test the stability of the model and the result that it’s between the 2 

blue intervals that show that the model is stable. 

8.1.12 CUSUM test  

Figure 3 

 

Table 22  

 

From the model that test the stability of the model and the result that it’s between the 2 

blue intervals that show that the model is stable. 
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8.1.13 ARCH test Hetrostastisity 

Table 23 

 

From the model shown the Test statistic, LM = 0.2475 that arrived to conclude the P-value 

is = to 0.618841 that we accept the null hypothesis. 

8.1.14 RESET test  

Table 24 

 
From the model, results explain a good level of significant liner structural form for the 

model.  

8.1.15 Comparison between actual and fitted against time 

Figure 4 
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Table 25 

 

From the results of the comparison shows a good level of the model that the theoretical 

value is close to the actual. 

8.2 Saudi Arabia data 70% delays costs in SR 

One Equation Model 

8.2.1 Assumptions 

1. Increase in construction Price will result to increase of construction equipment 

poises in Saudi Arabia  

2. Decrease of construction price will make a decrease also in the construction 

materials prices.  

8.2.2 Economic model 

y1t = f (x1t, x2t, x3t, x4t, x5t,) 

Construction, growth, water & gas, ownership of dwellings, import duties  

8.2.3 Econometric model 

y1t = γ11 x1t + γ12 x2t + γ13 x3t + γ14 x4t + γ15 x5t + u1t 

8.2.4 Declaration of variables 

1) Endogenous  

 Y1t … Construction prices (in Millions of SR)  

2) Exogenous 

 X1t … Growth (% in construction price)  
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 X2t … Water & gas (in millions of SR) 

 X3t … Owner of dwellings (in millions of SR) 

X4t … import duties (in millions of SR) 

U1t …Random error  

 

8.2.5 Definition of Variables in details:  

Y1 Construction prices (in Millions of SR) 

It is the prices of all different types of building construction in Saudi Arabia  

X1 Growth (% in construction price)  

This express the amount of growth in the construction industry  

X2 Water % gas (in millions of SR) 

Expresses the usage for supply for buildings for example for showering and for gas for 

cooking   

X3 Owner of dwellings (in millions of SR) 

The contract of the ownership of the building owned by him/her  

X4 import duties (in millions of SR)  

Fees paid for the services for buildings  

8.2.6 Data set: Saudi Arabia - Gross Domestic Product by Kind of Economic 

Activity at Current Prices 

Table 26: Data set 

 

Data sources: https://www.stats.gov.sa/en/823  

 

https://www.stats.gov.sa/en/823
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8.2.7 Correlation Matrix and multicollinearity elimination. 

Table 27 

Correlation coefficients, using the observations 2001 - 2017 

5% critical value (two-tailed) = 0.4821 for n = 17 

 

y1 x1 x2 x3 x4  

1.0000 -0.1176 0.9551 0.9848 0.9912 y1 

 1.0000 -0.1520 -0.2450 -0.1057 x1 

  1.0000 0.9664 0.9432 x2 

   1.0000 0.9674 x3 

    1.0000 x4 

      

Correlation matrix tests if there any correlation between variables If the correlation 

coefficient is higher than 0,90 it is a very high level of dependency between variable 

(multicollinearity) changes must be applied because with high correlation will give bad 

model results. This case we have a highly correlated model that is more than > 0.9. 

Although the correlation matrix matched with the total Saudi Arabia cost but had been 

decided to make a lagged variable (x4-1).  

8.2.8 OLS 

Table 28 

 

Y1 = -176858 +432.913 X1t -0.00344X2t + 05409 X3t +22126.5X4(t-1) 

The estimated parameters for construction prices in Saudi Arabia and the coefficient 

express the changes and most of the values are significant that express a good level of the 

model, however, is not showing similarity with the total cost of construction model of 

Saudi Arabia in OLS. 
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8.2.9 Test for heteroskedasticity 

Table 29 

 

From heteroskedasticity, the values show that there a warning of singularity different than 

the total cost of the construction model of Saudi Arabia in heteroscedasticity. 

8.2.10 Test for normality 

Figure 5 

 

Table 30 
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From normality test shows in the graph that the value skewed a bit right almost reaching 

zero the P-value in the test shows the model have some level of good results from the data 

shown row.3 was the highest frequency Row.5 was the lowest frequency, however, is not 

showing similarity with the total cost of construction model of Saudi Arabia in normality.  

8.2.11 CUSUMSQ test 

Figure 6 

 

Table 31 

 

From the model that test the stability of the model and the result shows that it’s between 

the 2 blue intervals that show that the model is stable, however, is not showing similarity 

with the total cost of construction model of Saudi Arabia in CUSUMSQ. 
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8.2.12 CUSUM test 

Figure 7 

 

 

Table 32 

 

From the model that test the stability of the model and the result that it’s between the 2 

blue intervals that shows that the model is stable however, is not showing similarity with 

the total cost of total cost of construction model of Saudi Arabia in CUSUM. 

8.2.13 ARCH test  

Table 33 

 

From the model shown the Test statistic, LM = 0.018637 that arrived to conclude the P-

value is = to 0.0891412 null hypothesis is accepted although high, however, is not showing 

similarity with the total cost of construction model of Saudi Arabia in ARCH. 
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8.2.14 RESET test  

Table 34 

 

From the model results explain a good level of significant liner structural form for the 

model however, is not showing similarity with the total cost of the construction model of 

Saudi Arabia in RESET. 

8.2.15 Comparison between actual and fitted against time  

Figure 8 

 

Table 35 

 

From the results of the comparison shows a good level of the model that the theoretical 

value is close to the actual, however, is not showing similarity with the total cost of 

construction model of Saudi Arabia in Comparison between actual and fitted against time.  
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8.3 UAE data  

One Equation Model 

8.3.1 Assumptions 

1. Increase in construction Output will result to increase of workers, Compensation of 

Workers, Intermediate Consumption & added value in UAE  

2. Decrease of construction Output will make a decrease of workers, Compensation of 

Workers, Intermediate Consumption & added value in UAE  

8.3.2 Economic model 

y1t = f (x1t, x2t, x3t, x4t,) 

workers, compensation of Workers, Intermediate Consumption, added value 

8.3.3  Econometric model 

y1t = γ11 x1t + γ12 x2t + γ13 x3t + γ14 x4t + u1t 

8.3.4 Declaration of variables 

1) Endogenous  

 Y1t … Output (in Millions of DI)  

2) Exogenous 

 X1t … workers (numbers of workers)  

 X2t … compensation of Workers (in millions of DI) 

 X3t … Intermediate Consumption (in millions of DI) 

X4t … added value (in millions of DI) 

U1t …Random error  

8.3.5 Definition of Variables in details:  

Y1 Output (in Millions of DI)  

It is the prices of all different types of building construction in UAE  
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X1 workers (numbers of workers)  

Expresses the work force in the construction industry un UAE 

X2 compensation of Workers (in millions of DI) 

This express the amount of insurance for the workers in the construction industry  

X3 Intermediate Consumption (in millions of DI) 

Expresses the contract of the ownership of the building owned by him/her  

X4 added value (in millions of DI) 

Fees paid for the services for buildings 

8.3.6 Data set: Economic Indicators of Construction activities 

Table 36 

 

Data sources: https://www.dsc.gov.ae/en-us/Themes/Pages/Construction.aspx?Theme=28  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dsc.gov.ae/en-us/Themes/Pages/Construction.aspx?Theme=28
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8.3.7 Correlation Matrix and multicollinearity elimination. 

Table 37 

Correlation coefficients, using the observations 2006 - 2016 

5% critical value (two-tailed) = 0.6021 for n = 11 

 

y1 x1 x2 x3 x4  

1.0000 0.1668 0.7693 0.9955 0.9556 y1 

 1.0000 0.1719 0.1162 0.3147 x1 

  1.0000 0.7505 0.7829 x2 

   1.0000 0.9234 x3 

    1.0000 x4 

      

Correlation matrix tests if there any correlation between variables If the correlation 

coefficient is higher than 0,90 it is a very high level of dependency between variable 

(multicollinearity) changes must be applied because with high correlation will give bad 

model results. This case we have highly correlated in one value highlighted in the table 

above model that is more than > 0.9. so, decided to make changes to eliminate correlation. 

8.3.8 OLS 

Table 38 

 

 

Y1 = -9.034+20.206 X1t –4.538d_l_X2t + 5.222l_X3t +1.676X4t 
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The estimated parameters for construction prices in UAE and the coefficient express the 

changes and all values show the significant level that expresses a good model. 

8.3.9 Test for heteroscedasticity 

Table 39 

 

From heteroskedasticity, the values from the variables in the data show the significance 

level in the model. The P-value shows that is = 0.26 expressing a good result of the whole 

model. R-squared represented a near liner result of the model that in a good level of values 

are close to the liner line.  

8.3.10 Test for normality  

Figure 9 
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8.3.11 CUSUMSQ test 

Figure 10 

 

 

Table 41 

 

From the model that test the stability of the model and the result shows that some 

instability in between 2013.5-2014.5 but the rest is quite stable.  

8.3.12 CUSUM test  

Figure 11 
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Table 42 

 

From the model that test the stability of the model and the result that it’s between the 2 

blue intervals that show that the model is stable. 

8.3.13 ARCH test  

Table 43 

 

From the model, results explain a good level of significant liner structural form for the 

model. 

8.3.14 RESET test  

Table 44 
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From the model, results explain a good level of significant liner structural form for the 

model. 

8.3.15 Comparison between actual and fitted against time  

Figure 12 

 

From the results of the comparison shows a good level of the model that the 

theoretical value is close to the actual.  

8.3.16 Elasticity  

Table 45 

Ex1 Ex2((t-1)(d)) Ex3(t-1) Ex4 

10.89877 - - 0.626516 

8.16964 -7.3103219 351.61 0.547508 

7.822765 5.9931599 360.6739 0.518418 

7.822765 0.7142935 351.509 0.547832 

8.09999 19.684613 345.4585 0.567252 

10.1377 3.4124071 361.1766 0.516804 

10.62183 -6.5099393 357.6914 0.52799 

15.39789 6.3038912 307.1559 0.690184 

14.84007 -3.5772294 312.3208 0.673607 

16.00946 -16.669799 310.924 0.67809 

15.63894 98.938497 327.2912 0.62556 
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From the table above we are seeing the most impacting variable is the consumption of 

ownership of buildings in the UAE construction industry with a 338% which is highly 

elastic and its unlikely high impact. By that can be concluded that their some inaccuracy in 

the economic data been provided. On the other hand, due political reason had a dramatic 

change in the economy. 

8.4 UAE data 50% delay costs  

 

One Equation Model 

8.4.1 Assumptions 

1. Increase in construction Output will result to increase of workers, Compensation of 

Workers, Intermediate Consumption & added value in UAE  

2. Decrease of construction Output will make a decrease of workers, Compensation of 

Workers, Intermediate Consumption & added value in UAE  

8.4.2 Economic model 

y1t = f (x1t, x2t, x3t, x4t,) 

workers, compensation of Workers, Intermediate Consumption, added value 

8.4.3  Econometric model 

y1t = γ11 x1t + γ12 x2t + γ13 x3t + γ14 x4t + u1t 

8.4.4 Declaration of variables 

1) Endogenous  

 Y1t … Output (in Millions of DI)  

2) Exogenous 

 X1t … workers (numbers of workers)  

 X2t … compensation of Workers (in millions of DI) 

 X3t … Intermediate Consumption (in millions of DI) 

X4t … added value (in millions of DI) 

U1t …Random error  
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8.4.5 Definition of Variables in details:  

Y1 Output (in Millions of DI)  

It is the prices of all different types of building construction in UAE  

X1 workers (numbers of workers)  

Expresses the work force in the construction industry un UAE 

X2 compensation of Workers (in millions of DI) 

This express the amount of insurance for the workers in the construction industry  

X3 Intermediate Consumption (in millions of DI) 

Expresses The contract of the ownership of the building owned by him/her  

X4 added value (in millions of DI) 

Fees paid for the services for buildings  

8.4.6 Data set: Economic Indicators of Construction activities 

Table 46 

 

 Data sources: https://www.dsc.gov.ae/en-us/Themes/Pages/Construction.aspx?Theme=28  

8.4.7 Correlation Matrix and multicollinearity elimination. 

Table 47 

Correlation coefficients, using the observations 2006 - 2016 

5% critical value (two-tailed) = 0.6021 for n = 11 

y1 x1 x2 x3 x4  

1.0000 0.1668 0.7693 0.9955 0.9556 y1 

 1.0000 0.1719 0.1162 0.3147 x1 

  1.0000 0.7505 0.7829 x2 

   1.0000 0.9234 x3 

    1.0000 x4 

 

https://www.dsc.gov.ae/en-us/Themes/Pages/Construction.aspx?Theme=28
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Correlation matrix tests if there any correlation between variables If the correlation 

coefficient is higher than 0,90 it is a very high level of dependency between variable 

(multicollinearity) changes must be applied because with high correlation will give bad 

model results. This case we have highly correlated in one value highlighted in the table 

above model that is more than > 0.9. so, decided to make changes to eliminate correlation. 

8.4.8 OLS 

Table 48 

 

Y1 = -8.918+25.257X1t-0.491X2t + 2.818l_X3t +2.728l_X4t 

The estimated parameters for construction prices in UAE and the coefficient express the 

changes and all values show the significant level that expresses a good model although the 

different structure model selected that it showed some similarity significant with the total 

costs of UAE. 

8.4.9 Test for heteroskedasticity 

Table 49 
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From heteroskedasticity the values from the variables in the model. The P-value shows that 

is = 0.24 expressing a good result of the whole model. R-squared, however, shows the 

waring for singularity. Their significant difference between the heteroscedasticity of the 

total cost in UAE and 50% of cost delays. 

8.4.10 Test for normality 

Figure 13 

 

Table 50 

 

From normality test shows in the graph that the value skewed a bit right almost reaching 

zero the P-value in the test shows the model have some level of good results from the data 

shown row.3 was the highest frequency Row.2 was the lowest frequency. From shown 

from the graph it is noticeably is a bit skewed to the left, however, is not showing 

similarity with the total cost of the construction model of UAE in normality.  
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8.4.11 CUSUMSQ test 

Figure 14 

 

Table 51 

 

From the model that test the stability of the model and the result shows that some 

instability in 2013 however, is not showing similarity with the total cost of the construction 

model of UAE in CUSUMSQ.  

8.4.12 CUSUM test  

Figure 15 
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Table 52 

 

From the model that test the stability of the model and the result that it’s between the 2 

blue intervals that show that the model is not stable, that shows the significant difference 

between the total cost of construction and 50% of delays cost in UAE. 

8.4.13 ARCH test  

Table 53 

 

From the model results explain a good level of significant liner structural form for the 

model, however, is not showing a similarity of total construction price model of UAE in 

ARCH. 

8.4.14 RESET test 

Table 54 

 

From the model results explain of some significant liner structural form for the model 

however, is not showing a similarity of total construction price model of UAE in RESET. 
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8.4.15 Compression between actual and fitted against time 

Figure 16 

 

 

 

Table 55 

 

 

From the results of the comparison shows a good level of the model that the theoretical 

value is close to the actual, however, is not showing a similarity of total construction price 

model of UAE in actual and fitted. 

 

8.5 Jordan data  

One Equation Model 

8.5.1 Assumptions 

1. Increase in consumption will result to increase of Added Value, Intermediate 

Consumption, production & Number of buildings in Jordan  

2. Decrease of consumption will make a decrease of Added Value, Intermediate 

Consumption, production & Number of buildings in Jordan   
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8.5.2 Economic model 

y1t = f (x1t, x2t, x3t, x4t,) 

Added Value, Intermediate Consumption, production, Number of buildings 

 Econometric model 

y1t = γ11 x1t + γ12 x2t + γ13 x3t + γ14 x4t + u1t 

8.5.3 Declaration of variables 

1) Endogenous  

 Y1t … consumption (in Thousands of Dn)  

2) Exogenous 

 X1t … Added Value (numbers of workers)  

 X2t … Intermediate Consumption (in Thousands of Dn) 

 X3t … production (in Thousands of Dn) 

X4t … Number of buildings  

U1t …Random error  

8.5.4 Definition of Variables in details:  

Y1 consumption (in Thousands of Dn)  

It’s the prices of all different types of building construction in Jordan 

X1 Added Value (in Thousands of Dn)  

Fees paid for the services for buildings  

X2 Intermediate Consumption (in Thousands of Dn) 

Expresses the contract of the ownership of the building owned by him/her  

X3 production (in Thousands of Dn) 

Producing the different types of building  

X4 added value (in millions of DI) 

Fees paid for the services for buildings  
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8.5.5 Data set: value of the fixed insurance for the construction buildings projects 

Table 56 

 

 

8.5.6 Correlation Matrix and multicollinearity elimination. 

Table 57 

Correlation coefficients, using the observations 2009 - 2016 

5% critical value (two-tailed) = 0.7067 for n = 8 

 

y1 x1 x2 x3 x4  

1.0000 0.9284 0.9619 0.9441 0.0639 y1 

 1.0000 0.9028 0.9982 -0.2814 x1 

  1.0000 0.9272 0.0243 x2 

   1.0000 -0.2417 x3 

    1.0000 x4 

      

Correlation matrix tests if there any correlation between variables If the correlation 

coefficient is higher than 0,90 it is a very high level of dependency between variable 

(multicollinearity) changes must be applied because with high correlation will give bad 

model results. This case we have highly correlated in two values highlighted in the table 

above model that is more than > 0.9. so, to make changes to eliminate high correlation by 

make a difference in (x1,x2) and make a log from (dx1,dx2). 
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8.5.7 OLS 

Table 58 

 

 

Y1 = -1943.20+0.004d_X1(t-1) –0.0451d_X2(t-1) + 0.018X3t +38.533X4t 

The estimated parameters for construction prices in Saudi Arabia and the coefficient 

express the changes and all values shows significant level that expresses a good model. 

8.5.8 Test for heteroscedasticity 

Table 59 

 

From heteroskedasticity, the values from the variables in the data show the significance 

level in the model. The P-value shows that is = 0.33 expressing a good result of the whole 

model. R-squared represented a near liner result of the model that in a good level of values 

are close to the liner line Other tests are not available because the time series for the model 

is not enough data and the construction of the model is not enough so that means 

improvement from the economic model are required.  
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8.6 Primavera example  

Picture 2 

 

 

The enterprise consists of the name of the company then under the company name is the 

location of the company then under the location is the department within the company for 

an example building department that focus in the construction of buildings projects.  

 

8.6.1 Project  

Picture 3 

 

From the project, it shows add the entire project under a suitable department that is 

working on a project and on the right side it shows the total duration of the project. 
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8.6.2 WBS 

Picture 4 

 

 

 

WBS is a breakdown structure that to divide the big project into phases that needed to be 

complete the project and with each of main phases some activities that are required to 

finish it in order to finish a certain phase. 

8.6.3 Activities  

Picture 5 
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Picture 6 

 

 

 

 

Picture 7 

 

From the above that explains how the activities are connected together with order that is 

showing in the right side in a Gantt chart the start and finish in each activity and its 

duration  and in green color that is non critical activity that even If finished later than it 

should be in a certain time it will not affect the rest of the project, however, the red color 

that indicates that it’s a critical path and any delay it will delay the rest of the project. So, 

the next table will explain how the planned duration arrives.  
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Picture 8 

 

From the image above it is a residential building and the drawing that made by an 

architect, it helps to know the length and the height of the bricks to help to calculate how 

much area needed bricks. From that, that leads to arriving to calculate how much days the 

workers need to cover the area needed. From the civil engineering part that the load 

bearing structure that that had been drawn that help to determine the area and volume 

needed. From that, it leads to arrive the time needed for workers to cover the needed area 

and volume needed. 

 

Picture 9 

 

From the image above showing how 1st step from the drawing to arrive in the required 

area and volume for the materials needed for the construction project. 
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Table 60 of brick & plaster calculation for the needed area needed  

  Length  Height m2 Plaster 

1 34.4 3 103.20 103.20 

2 3.7 3 11.10 11.10 

3 3.6 3 10.80 10.80 

4 12.9 3 38.70 38.70 

5 5.581 3 16.74 16.74 

6 2.9 3 8.70 8.70 

7 14.52 3 43.56 43.56 

8 3.2 3 9.60 9.60 

9 3.9 3 11.70 11.70 

10 24.27 3 72.81 72.81 

11 3.9 3 11.70 11.70 

12 3.8 3 11.40 11.40 

13 4.01 3 12.03 12.03 

14 3.7 3 11.10 11.10 

15 3.4 3 10.20 10.20 

Σ 127.78 - 383.34 383.34 
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This table above expresses the area needed to cover in each room and then sum all the 

rooms to know the total material needed in one floor to arrive the total material costs for 

material needed to cover the area. 

 

Table 61 of calculating the volume needed to cover  

 

 

This table above expresses the area needed to cover in each floor and then sum all total 

material needed on one floor to arrive the total material costs for material needed to cover 

the area. 

Table 62 of calculating the duration in each activity  
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8.6.4  Actual  

Picture 10 

 

 

Picture 11 
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Picture 12 

 

 

 

From the pictures above its expressing how the difference between the planned stage and 

the actual due to the delays of the following  

- Client  

i) Change of orders  

ii) Long time to approve  

- Contractor  

i) Delay of supplier to supply the equipment  

ii) Change of supplier  

iii)  Unrealistic time frame   

 

lastly comparing the planned and actual its resulted in delay of approximate 4 month.    
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9 Results and Discussion 

9.1 Results 

9.1.1 Saudi Arabia  

From gretl that shows for the total cost of construction that showed some high correlation 

between independent variables that decided to make a logged variable X2(t-1) that resulted 

in improving the OLS model that most of the variables are significant and showed a good 

P-value that leads to a good result showing that the model has some good level of 

significant and stability and the actual is close with the fitted in the following testing are:  

- Test for heteroscedasticity 

- Test for normality  

- CUSUMSQ test  

- CUSUM test 

- ARCH test  

- RESET test  

- Comparison between actual and fitted against time  

 

Then when compared with the delay’s costs represented by 70%. Put it on gretl to test the 

hypothesis if 70% of the construction is accurate or not. From the results that gretl showed 

although its similar only on correlation matrix but other values in OLS and the tests that 

mentioned above showed that it’s not similar results concluding that the 70% of delay costs 

are not accurate. 

 

9.1.2 UAE   

From gretl that shows for the total cost of construction that showed some high correlation 

between independent variables that decided to make a logged variable  X3(t-1) and logged 

of the difference of dX2(t-1) that resulted in improving the OLS model that most of the 

variables are significant and showed a good P-value that leads to a good result showing 

that the model has some good level of significant. However, from heteroscedasticity test 

shows a singular warning for the model. Test for normality is almost close to 0 showing 
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good result however, CUSUMSQ test showed some instability. Although their some 

instability the CUSUM test showed that the model is stable. As well ARCH test shows that 

the model having a good result. And for the RESET test showed a strong significant level. 

Comparison between actual and fitted against time showed their small differences between 

the actual and fitted  

 

Then when compared with the delay’s costs represented by 50%. Put it on gretl to test the 

hypothesis if 50% of the construction is accurate or not. From the results that gretl showed 

although its similar only on correlation matrix and heteroscedasticity but other values in 

OLS and the tests that mentioned above showed that it’s not similar results concluding that 

the 50% of delay costs are not accurate. 

 

9.2 Discussion 

9.2.1 Saudi Arabia  

Comparing the Literature review with practical part that is similar results on the points of 

the following: 

 

- Existence of the delays  

- Causes of the delays  

 

However, different result when comes to the percentage of the delays due to most of the 

time that the researchers concluded on their research only from experienced owners, 

contractors, and consultants’ responses that have some inaccuracy in certain cases because  

the statistical data from the government wasn’t accessible at that time for most old 

researches and not knowing how accurate of an economic model due to the dramatic 

change impacting Saudi economy effecting the construction industry.   

 

9.2.2 UAE 

Comparing the Literature review with practical part that is similar results on the points of 

the following: 

 

- Existence of the delays  

- Causes of the delays  
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However, different result when comes to the percentage of the delays due to most of the 

time that the researchers concluded on their research only from experienced owners, 

contractors, and consultants’ responses that have some inaccuracy in certain cases because  

the statistical data from the government wasn’t accessible at that time and their multiple 

statistical office making their own statistics that some of are not available left the 

researchers confused on which one is more accurate than the other. 

 

 

9.2.3 Jordan 

Comparing the Literature review with practical part that all the results are similar due the 

statistical office lacking a rich economic data of an economic model that only shows that 

the delay exists. That the reasons that the researchers mainly outlined the delays existence 

with the causes. 
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10 Conclusion 

In conclusion, construction projects in the Middle East express a high percentage of GDP 

so the key to succus of a process of the construction project is critical to preform it 

correctly such as: 

- Initiation (project charter, project initiation) 

- Planning (scope & budget, work breakdown structure, Gantt chart, communication 

planning, risk management) 

- Execution (status tracking, KPIs, quality, forecasts) 

- Control (objectives, quality deliverables, effort & cost tracking, performance)  

- Closure (post mortem, project punch list, reporting)  

If any of the process are not done correctly their delays will appear. the sample selected the 

showed there some noticeable delays.  

10.1 Saudi Arabia  

10.1.1 Causes of delays  

i) Covered mistakes in work done 

ii) Lack of clear goal in meetings 

iii) Lacking experience in high-risk project  

iv) The client needs to know the consequences of changing the orders in the project 

v) Lacking proper technical description  

vi) Insufficient duration of the original contract.  

vii)  Lower than the minimum salary is given to workers  

viii) Their loss of control in executive process and insufficient quality 

management.  

ix) Ratio between contractor and buildings required to build is big that contractors 

are short supplied. 

x) The behavior between teams involved are lacking in corporation and often are 

ignored.  

xi) Lacking scope of work that are done by the contractor’s staff  

xii) The client, consultant is always depending to take the lowest tender offered by 

the contractor. 
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xiii) Saudi Arabia have a high turnover in construction projects. 

xiv) Lacking ethics between the parties involved  

xv) Client does not take enough time to analyze the right contractor. 

xvi) Salary payment to the labors are often delayed that will discourage the 

workers to work properly  

xvii) The designer choses materials that it’s not available locally only available 

internationally  

xviii) The prices differ significantly different between the bill of quantity (BOQ) 

and between the prices of materials on drawing papers   

10.2 UAE 

10.2.1 Causes of delays  

i) Change orders 

ii) Lack of client capability of its representatives 

iii) Client’s slow decision making  

iv) Lack of experience in construction by the client  

v) Poor of supervision of site management   

vi) Incompetent of project team  

vii) Inflation in prices  

viii) Inaccuracy of estimation of time  

ix) Delay of suppling the materials  

x) Improper project planning  

xi) Inaccuracy of cost estimation  

xii) High interest rates  

xiii) Financial difficulties by the client  

xiv) Unreasonable restriction to client   

xv) Inappropriate construction methods 

10.3 Jordan  

10.3.1 Causes of delays 

i) financial difficulties by the contractor  

ii) too much order changes by the owners. 
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iii) Extreme weather conditions  

iv) changing regulation and policies by the government 

v) Lack of planning & scheduling by the contractor in the construction site 

management 

vi) Lack of technical staff 

  

 

From the own work done on the samples that it showed that the delays exist comparing the 

total construction prices and cost by delays in Saudi Arabia & UAE using Gretl but, the 

percentage that mentioned by the researchers doesn’t seem accurate because the model due 

to not having similar results. However, their some missing data in Jordan was critical to 

determine the accuracy of delays. 

 

Most of the mistakes can be avoidable by proper planning, experienced staff from the 

contractor side, experience from the client in the construction industry, better scope 

management, analysis of the risks and the impact on the project, better cost & time 

estimates, proper treatment of workers.  
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